STUDY ENGLISH FOR FREE
EXCEL IN YOUR ACADEMIC STUDIES
OUR CQUENGLISH ADVANTAGE*

Improve your English language skills in a friendly
and supportive environment. And do it at no cost.

First in Australia for overall support with
96.3% student support satisfaction rate.

CQUniversity is proud to offer all students enrolling in
a CQUEnglish packaged pathway with an academic
course, free English language courses.

Top five in overall arrival, learning,
happiness and value for money across
52 language centres.

This offer is available for online and face-to-face
teaching for all three terms in 2021 and across all
four CQUEnglish Language Centres in Brisbane,
Melbourne, Sydney and Rockhampton.

94.5% of students rated our teachers highly.
*2019-20 i-graduate English Language Barometer

At CQUniversity, we know the importance of preparing
students to succeed as they progress in their
academic studies. Our high quality English language
courses are designed to improve your English
language proficiency in an academic context, and give
you the academic skills and confidence to do well in
your future studies.

SUPPORTING YOU FINANCIALLY
Our free English courses will help reduce some
financial pressure so you can focus on making the
most of your study experience and build on your
academic aspiration. You may also be eligible for a
25% international scholarship* for your academic
course, which provides additional savings.

ENGLISH COURSE PACKAGED WITH A POSTGRADUATE COURSE EXAMPLE
Standard English fee
(A$415 p/w)

Postgraduate course
+ English total fee

$4 150

$69 640

$8 300

$73 790

$12 450

$77 940

Total fee with free English

Total fee with free English
+ scholarship

Total saving with free English
+ scholarship

$49 117

$20 523

$49 117

$24 673

$49 117

$28 823

10 weeks of English
$65 490
20 weeks of English
$65 490
$65 490

*T&Cs apply www.cqu.edu.au/internationalscholarships.

Find out more at www.cqu.edu.au/free-english
int-enquiries@cqu.edu.au
+61 3 9616 0606
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30 weeks of English

